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Abstra t: The development of theory of autoregressive fra tionally integrated moving
average (ARFIMA) pro ess has enabled empiri al resear hers to observe strong temporal
dependen e in many nan ial and e onomi time series. Time series with a strong temporal dependen e are alled long-range-dependent or long-memory series whi h implies
that observations of distan e past have powerful in uen e on the re ent ones.
The most ommon method of modelling the long-memory pro esses is allowing the
di eren ing parameter (d) to assume non-integer values.
A very popular method, mostly due to its omputational simpli ity, of estimating
the di eren ing parameter of a long-memory pro ess is provided by Geweke and PorterHudak (1983). This is a semi-parametri estimation approa h for it only estimates the
di eren ing parameter d. A simulation study by Hurvi h, el. al. (1998) indi ates that
the hoi e of periodogram ordinate m from the sample size T (m = T 0:5 ), as originally
suggested by GPH, is suboptimal and ould lead to inferior performan e ompared to
the asymptoti ally optimal hoi e of m.
In this paper we use the plug-in method of Hurvi h and Deo(1999) to estimate the
di eren ing parameters for testing the persisten e of sho ks to a number of daily dollar
ex hange rates and then ompare the results with estimated values of d's of the same
series that are based on  = 0:5; 0:55; 0:60 as suggested in Geweke and Porter-Hudak
(1983).
Keywords: Long-memory, di eren ing parameter, fra tional integration, ex hange
rate, optimal periodogram ordinate

1

Introdu tion

The development of theory of autoregressive fra tionally integrated moving average, the
(ARFIMA) pro ess (Granger and Joyeux, 1980; Hosking, 1981), has enabled empirial resear hers to observe strong temporal dependen e in many nan ial and e onomi
time series (see for instan e Cheung, 1993; Cheung and Lai, 1992, 1993; Diebold and
Rudebus h, 1989; Hauser et al., 1994, Lo, 1991, Sowell, 1992; Res henhofer, 1994; Soo ,
1998). Time series with a strong temporal dependen e are alled long-range-dependent
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or long-memory series whi h implies that observations of distan e past have powerful
in uen e on the re ent ones. In non-te hni al terms, powerful in uen e means that
sho ks of distan e past persist to the present time.
Long-memory pro esses are hara terized by auto orrelation fun tions whi h de ay
at a mu h slower rate than a weakly-dependent or short-memory series.
The most ommon method of modelling the long-memory pro esses is allowing the
di eren ing parameter (d) to assume non-integer values, where d is the degree of di eren ing required for obtaining a stationary series.
Persisten e of sho ks implies that the series is strongly-dependent and may have
important ma roe onomi poli y impli ations. For example, establishing that sho ks to
the daily U.S. dollar ex hange rates persist, would give the entral bankers an in entive
to intervene in the urren y markets. These interventions would aim at steering the
nominal ex hange rates toward their long-run equilibrium paths. For another example,
onsider the U.S. gross domesti produ t (GDP). Persisten e of sho ks in the GDP
series, would require orre tive monetary and s al poli ies to for e the nominal GDP
towards its long-run equilibrium path (see Gil-Alana and Robinson, 1977, for a detailed
dis ussion of testing for persisten e of sho ks and unit root in ma roe onomi series).
In ases where sho ks do not persist, poli y a tivism is not required, sin e the series will
automati ally and eventually move towards its long-run equilibrium path.
A very popular method, mostly due to its omputational simpli ity, of estimating
the di eren ing parameter of a long-memory pro ess is provided by Geweke and PorterHudak (1983). This is a semi-parametri estimation approa h for it only estimates the
di eren ing parameter d. In the absen e of a simultaneous estimation both the orders
of autoregressive p, and moving average q omponents of ARIMA(p,d,q) pro ess, the
estimates of d may be in onsistent. Moreover, a simulation study by Hurvi h, el. al.
(1998) indi ates that the hoi e of periodogram ordinate m from the sample size T
(m = T 0:5 ) as originally suggested by GPH an lead to inferior performan e ompared
to the asymptoti ally optimal hoi e of m.
The aim of this paper is to use the plug-in method of Hurvi h and Deo(1999) to
estimate the di eren ing parameters for testing the persisten e of sho ks to a number
of daily dollar ex hange rates and then ompare the results with estimated values of
d's of the same series that are based on  = 0:5; 0:55; 0:60 as suggested in Geweke and
Porter-Hudak (1983).

2

Fra tionally Integrated Pro esses

Consider a time series Z = fz1 ; :::; zn g. It is said to be integrated of order d, signi ed
as I (d), if it has a stationary, invertible autoregressive moving average (ARMA) representation after applying di eren ing operator (1 L)d , where L is the ba kward lag
operators. The series is fra tionally integrated when d is not an integer.
A time series Z = fz1 ; :::; zn g follows a fra tionally integrated autoregressive moving
average (ARFIMA) pro ess if
A(L)(1

L)d Zt

= B (L)"t
(1)
where "t  iid(0; 2 ), A(L) = 1 a1 L ::: apLp ; B (L) = 1+ b1 L + ::: + bq Lq , all roots
of A(L) and B (L) are outside of unit ir le, and (1 L)d is the fra tional di eren ing
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operator de ned by
(1

L)d

=

1
X
k =0

(k d)Lk
;
(k + 1) ( d)

(2)

with (:) being the gamma fun tion. Model (1) extends the standard ARIMA(p,d,q)
model to all real values of d. For 0  d < 0:5, the auto orrelations of Zt de ay at
a hyperboli rate that is proportional to k(2d 1) , as ompared to a faster, geometri
de aying rate of a stationary ARMA pro ess4 .
A ording to the GPH method, given the periodogram I (!j ) of variable Zt one an
estimate d by:
ln(I (!j )) =
d ln(4Sin2 (!j =2)) + j
(J = 1; :::; n);
(3)
where !j = 2J
T for (J=1,...,T-1) denote the harmoni ordinates.
Note that sele tion of a large sample will ontaminate estimation of d, and an inadequate sample size will result in an impre ise estimation. As suggested by GPH (1983),
one should use m observations, where m = g(T )  T .
The riti al values for the GPH test are non-standard, and riti al evaluation of
estimated d requires omputation of empiri al values5 .
The sele tion of the harmoni ordinate m is ru ial for a urate estimation of the
varian e, mean, and mean square error of the estimator. It is well known that the optimal
value for m is O(n4=5 ), and that the hoi e of m = T 0:5 would provide a suboptimal
sample size.
Robinson(1995) in addressing this problem proposed a Guassian semiparametri estimator. This estimation method rests on a theory of optimal sele tion of m yielding a
formula whi h in ludes both m and d. To deal with this problem Robinson proposed an
iterative method of estimating d and m in alternating y les.
Hurvi h and Deo (1999) proposed a plug-in method of sele tion of m as follows6 .
Suppose that we have n observations fzi gni=1 whi h is both normal and stationary.
Hurvi h and Deo(1999) suggests using C^ to onstru t a regression estimator d^m of d
where
^ 4=5 :
m
^ = Cn
(4)
^ is onsistently estimated by
C
^
C

=(

and,
^
K

27 1=5 ^
) K
1282

=

2=5

X b log I :
H

j =1

j

j

(5)
(6)

For a omparison of the rates of de ay of auto orrelations for AR(1) and ARFIMA(0,d,0) models,
see Diebold and Rudebus h (1991).
5
For the quantiles of Monto Carlo distribution of GPH standardized t-statisti s whi h are based
d^ d , where d^ is estimate of d, and SD(d) is the asymptoti standard error of d^, see
on GPHT = SD
(d)
Soo (1998).
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In this model bj is the third row of matrix (X 0 X ) 1 X 0 , where matrix X has the
olumns (1; log j2sin(!j =2)j; !j2 =2), (J = 1; 2; :::; H ), H = AnÆ , for some arbitary onstant A, and 0 < Æ < 1.To minimize the mean square error we set Æ = 6=7. Ij is the
periodogram of the j th Fourrier frequen y given by
Ij

=

1

2n

X
j z e(
n

t=1

t

i!j )t)

j2

(7)

The regression estimator of d is given by

P =1(a a)logI
d^ = 0:5 P
a
 )2
=1 (a
P
= log j2sin(! =2)j, a = 1 =1 a , and m is the Fourier frequen ies.
m
j

m

m
where aj
j
j
m
A biased orre ted d^m;u is given by:

d^m;u

m
j

j

j

j

(8)

j

= d^m +

22 ~ m2
K
9 n2

(9)

where K~ is a onsistent estimator of K .

3

The Empiri al Results

We use ve daily dollar ex hange rates in this study: Canadian dollar, Fren h fran ,
German mark, British pound, and Japanese yen. There are 1024 observations starting
from 2 January 1997 to 29 May 2001.
Sin e it is known that these ex hange rate series are non-stationary at the level, we
onvert the series to stationary ones by taking the rst di eren e of the log of the data,
whi h in e e t shows the per entage hange in the daily ex hange rate.
It is well known that [see Hosking (1981)℄ when 0 < d  0:5, the series is a long
memory pro ess, and when 0:5 < d < 1 it is short memory. For 0:5 < d < 0:5, a
fra tionally integrated series is stationary and ergodi . For d  0:5, the pro ess is nonstationary, however, it an be redu ed to ase 0:5 < d  0:5 by taking appropriate
di eren es.
Table 1 shows the results for the three values of A = 0:20; 0:25; 0:30. For ea h
urren y, the table shows the estimate m
^ of the optimal number of the periodogram ordinates, and two estimates for the di eren ing parameter: d^m omputed using equation
(8) and its bias-adjusted version d^m;U . The point estimates of the di eren ing parameters obtained by d^m are all very lose to zero. The point estimates obtained by the
bias-adjusted version d^m;U range from -0.1070 to 0.1018. Table 1 also shows the asymptoti standard errors of the estimates. A ordingly, all the 95% on den e intervals,
based on d^m and d^m;U , in lude zero. These results indi ate that the rst di eren es of
the log of the ex hange rates appear to be white noise with zero orrelations. Furthermore, we observe that the point estimates of the di eren ing parameters and the 95%
fall below the interval 0:5 < d < 1, implying that the series may not be short memory
pro esses.
Table 2 shows the estimates of the di eren ing parameters obtained by the GPH
method for  = 0:50; 0:55; 0:60, and their asymptoti standard errors. Although, the
60

standard errors of the GPH estimates are larger, the 95% on den e intervals here
provide the same results as in the previous ase. Again we on lude that the series may
be long memory pro esses.

4

Con lusions

We do a omparative study of two methods in estimating the di eren ing parameters
of ve daily dollar ex hange rates. The methods show that the di eren es of the log of
the ex hange rates may be long-memory pro esses.
Based on these observations, we on lude that there is no inherent advantage in
using the optimal periodogram ordinates, m
^ over the m suggested by GPH method.
One possible advantage of the plug-in method, however, is that it produ es smaller
standard errors ompared to the GPH method.
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Table 1: Estimates of Di eren ing Parameter d Based on the Optimal Fourier Frequenies
Canadian $
Fran
Mark
a
0:20
0:25
0:30
0:20
0:25
0:30
0:20
0:25
opt:
m
73
269
188
83
91
142
71
83
-0.00003 -0.00009 -0.00009 0.0060 0.0060 0.0060 0.0060 0.0060
d~m
-0.1079 - 0.0525 -0.0249 -0.0875 0.0951 0.0783 -0.0960 0.1018
d~a
dU B
0.1470
0.0765
0.0915
0.1447 0.1384 0.1114 0.1557 0.1439
dLB
-0.147
-0.0767 -0.0917 -0.1327 -0.1264 -0.0994 -0.1431 -0.1319
Pound
Yen
a
0:20
0:25
0:30
0:20
0:25
0:30
opt:
m
65
86
161
119
116
153
0.00004 0.00004 0.00004 0.0081 0.0081 0.0081
d~m
-0.1075 -0.0917 0.0678
-0.0700 -0.0716 -0.0778
d~a
dU B
0.1559
0.1355
0.0990
0.1233 0.1247 0.1097
LB
d
-0.1558 -0.1354 -0.0989 -0.1070 -0.1085 -0.0934

0:30
103
0.0060
0.0907
0.1298
-0.1177

is biased orre ted estimate of d, dUB and dLB are 95% on den e interval of d, and d~m is the regression
estimate of d.

d~a

Table 2: Estimates of Di
Method
Canadian $
 = 0:5
 = 0:55
d 0.1223
-0.0285
 (0.1372 ) (0.1097)
Pound
 = 0:5
 = 0:55
d -0.2018
-0.1443
 (0.1372)
( 0.1097)

eren ing Parameter

d

Based on the GPH Non-parametri

Fran
= 0:60  = 0:5  = 0:55
-0.0465 0.1230
0.0840
(0.0902) (0.1372) (0.1097)
Yen
 = 0:60  = 0:5
 = 0:55
-0.0801 0.1202
0.0497
(0.0902) (0.1372) (0.1097)


The numbers in the parentheses are asymptoti standard errors.
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Mark
= 0:60  = 0:5  = 0:55  = 0:60
0.0662
0.1209
0.0873
0.0722
(0.0902) (0.1372) (0.1097) (0.0902)



= 0:60
0.0239
(0.0902)



